Setting & Story
Setting
The high reaches of Roostville valley
The valley of Roostville can be found high up in the mountains as a plateu valley in between the
three largest spires that the Black feather mountains have to offer. The surroung spires stab
through the bed of cloud, diverting them away and leaving the valley to enjoy the sun at almost all
times during the day. Rain is a therefore an uncommon occurance in Roostville and leaves the
inhabitants relient upon the river to keep them and their lands from dehydration. Luckily the rivers
seems to have an endless supply of the cleanest water as it flows down from the top of the
mountains, pooling together in the middle to create a singular lake in the middle of the valley,
leaving it's water for ever turning and churning before it finally narrows down again to flow further
down the mountain into the valleys below.
Roostville's high position positions provides a lot of sun for vegetation but the harsher
temperatures can make it difficult for more delecate flora to bloom. As such most of the valley is
filled with large rolling grass fields, brushes and here and there a lone pine tree. The uneven
grounds of the valley lend themselves well to vines and waterfalls and make rocky outcropings and
gravely paths a normality instead of an exception. Roostville, though small, still holds a
considerable amount of inhabitants so pathways and fences are strewn about and around the
valley together with bridges to cross the occasional stream.
Most of Roostvilles food is produced on the farms that reach as far as the eye can see (which is
not terribly far as the valley is not that big). Barns and farms are placed liberally in the valley,
making the whole valley into one large village. The center of the valley offers a small collection of
general buildings, forming the hart of the village. Along the edges of the valley multiple plateus can
be found climbing up the spires, mimicking the form of of giant stairs reaching up into the skys.
Each plateu shrinks in size the higher it reaches but the lower ones are easily big enough to hold
their own farms with room to spare.
Gods do not play a large part in the lives or Roostvillers, they live their lives high above the ground
of commoners. According to their believes if gods were to excist they would've surely shown
themselves already as no land could be better for them to live in than that of Roostville. No gods
are busy work of the low-livers, here in Roostville those worthy of worship walk amongst them.
Life, as the Roostvillers know it, would not be possible were it not for the strong breed of chickens
that live here. They give the valley live through the eggs and meat the provide and the high spirits
they keep amongst themselves and the Roostvillers. As such the chickens are revered through all
of Roostville. One would not be hardpressed to find the imagery depicting chickens on building and
other structure, or possibly even a chicken shrine or two to pay reference to their chicken
companions.

Backstory
gran'pa cock and the rights to his farm
The story has been told for years, Gran'pa cock and his farm created to world best roosters the
world has ever seen. But as time passed even gran'pa cock, famous for his immense work drive
and the love for his cocks, grew old and weak. With his time to enter the great cockvana drawing
near, it was time for Gran'pa cock to choose the heir to his farm, but his healthy love for cock had
left him without a heir. Without a worthy heir to take over the farm there was nothing else Gran'pa
Cock could but call for the age old Cock games, to find those whose love for cock could match his
own. Many a Cock family came up to fight for the rights but few made it through the preliminaries
but, with the preliminaries now being behind us, it is time to look at the contenders that remained,
and to begin the official Cock games.

Family Badehg
The road behind them was a long and treacherous one, filled with dangers any sane man would
readily avoid. However, luckily for the Badehgs, none of them appear to be anywhere within the
reach of sane. The Badehg have been know throughout the world as a family of weir practices and
even weirder rumours. Apparently they choose to sleep in the barn with their chickens, only to
have the chickens move into their bedrooms as the Badehgs are even to weird for their own flock
to stay around. According to the Badehg family rule no one is allowed to eat before all family

Setting descriptors
Valley
In between 3 mountains
Always sunny
Low to midrange
temperatures.
Rivers running down
Singular lake
Waterfalls
Grassy planes and brushes
Sparse pine trees
Elevation throughout the map
Areas of gravel and rock
outcroppings
Pathways, fences and
bridges
Farm and Barns
Chicken imagery on buildings
A chicken shrine or two.

Story descriptors
Gra'dpa cock is the most
revered chicken farmer
Gran'pa cock seems to have
no heir to speak of
Championship to win the
rights to Grandpa cock's
farm.
Open to multiple games.
Contenders are farming
families from Roostville

members are gathered around the table, which get's surprisingly hard since they count every
chicken in their flock as their sons and daughters, leaving most family members thin and gangly.

Mushka Badehg (Big archetype)
The mother of the family and the leader of the family, much to Papuska's dismay. Muska seems to
be slightly traumatised after she once at a chicken in a restaurant and she now believes that she
inhabits the spirits of the deseased chickens, which outsiders might notice by the decaying rooster
she wears as a hat, the large egg suit she wears (according to her it resembles rebirth) and her
insessant need to cluck after every sentence. Muska stands out as the only Badehg large in size
and round in shape. The rule where non may eat before all are seated might apply to her as well
but none ever said anything about not being allowed to taste the food she prepares...

Papuska Badehg (The fast one)
The father of the family and the possibly the thinnest of all. Papuska always insisted that the new
fangled chicken food is bad for the digestion system, insisting on only eating the straw and hay
that the chickens lay on. Thin as a straw and light as a feather you'll often find Papuska being
carried by the wind instead of his own limbs, as if he were to fly... that is of course if he isn't
chasing after another lusty hen when Mushka aint looking. Some who see Papuska for the first
time stood flabbergasted the moment the found out he, in fact, is not an actual scarecrow.

Sevka Badehg (The smart one)
The "adopted" son of the family and the only fairly sane one of the bunch. Sevka is not the actual
son of Muska and Papuska but the result of a childhood party gone bad. As a young child prodigy
Sevka spend most of his days locked up in his room, reading up on all the forms of theoretical
physics, admiring his books as his actual true friends. His parents however, found his introversion
quircky at best and horryfingly boring at worst. Not wanting their son to grow into an antisocial shut
in they forced him to attend his nephews costumed birthday party and stuffed him in the first suit
they found, a rooster suit. Obviously once the Badehgs saw a cock as big as he they couldn't
bellieve their eyes and the just had to have him. Even now, 15 years later he's still forced to wear
his rooster suit every single day or risk the wrath of his now foster parents. Who knows what it
does to a boy's sanity to life like that for so many years...

Unkah Badehg (The gadgety one)
Unkah, the long lost sister of Mushka, was raised in the outback of Hennigan Woods, far away
from her sister and dear mother. There she spend her time tinkering and building to her hearts
content, only ever wishing to help the world. With the help of her childhood friend and eventual
lover she build the unimaginable machines, surpassing what any sole human could ever hope to
imagine. However even the best things have an end... Her machine, one that would solve world
hunger, misfired, turning her darling sweatheart into a chicken only to be found and eaten by the
unkowingen villagers she grew up with. In a fit of loss, rage and insanity she turned her whole
village into chickens. Years later her sister followed a lead on a chicken city, only to find her sitting
there, feathers glued to her body trying to communicate with her former villagers, her machine, no
malfunctioning, affixed to her back, to carry the everlastng burden of the loss of her sanity.

Future contenders
Family O'mallet
The celtic bastards among the bunch, Strong, gruff and passionate but certainly not the smartest.

Family Benedictus
Posh, fabulous, noble and obviously britisch. you'll need to bring a dictionary to talk with this bunch
as they insent on using only the most fancy of words.

family Igrull
Headstrong, impossible to reason with, and incapable of thinkg that their way is the wrong wat. In
short, french and annoying, wait.. isn't that a pleonasm?

Voice Lines

Losing Lines
I did not drop that cock, it’s not true, it’s bullshit, i did not drop it, I did not!.. Oh hi mark
(The room)
That aint cool, they had a billion cock while we only had a million! (The social network)
I don’t know who you are, but if you don’t let my cock go, I will find you, and I will roost you!
It’s friday, I aint got no cock and aint got no shit to do (Friday)
Where’s my cock again (blink 182 - what’s my age again)
Why’s the Cock always gone (Pirates of the Carribean)
Nahuh, I will not talk about the Cock club (fight club)
My cock went down to georgia looking for a new soul to steal (devil went down to Georgia)
YOCO, You Only Cluck Once
Pff they’re cheating! Theyr cock sparkle in the sunlight! (Twilight)
I don’t have the cock the want but i will have the cock they’ll need (Batman the dark knight)
I tell ya I think I saw my cock ride a bike last night, i think he might be from mars (Biker
mice from mars)

Winning Lines
Look at my Kingdom i’m finally here as the prince of Roostville (Fresh prince)
Hahaaaaa you just got cocked (Punk’d)
Now it’s time to get cocky! To the right now, To the left take it back now ya’ll (ChaCha
slide)
This is the day you will always remember as the day you almost caught my cock! (Pirates)
The cock was strong on our side (Star Wars)
It’s cos we got them cocks in black (MiB)
If you wanna get my cock, you gotta get with my hens, make it last forever roosting never
ends. (Spice girls - Wannabe)
And i didn’t even need to bring out my man sized cock to fight your fat guy (family guy
chicken fight)
Time to get some Cock and Roost! (Netflix and Chill)
Draw me like one of your french cocks! (Titanic)
Can’t read my, can’t read my, not they can’t read my cock’s head (Poker Face)

